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Ian Malcolm is recruited by John Hammond to lead a research team to Isla Sorna, an island 87 miles
to the south of Isla Nublar (the site of the original Jurassic Park). Here, InGen Bioengineering had
constructed the secret "Site B", where the dinosaurs were actually bred and then transported to the
park. Hammond's nephew, who has taken control of InGen, leads his own team to the island to
capture the dinos and bring them back to the U.S. to become attractions at a "dino park" in San
Diego. The dinos cause havoc and have a field day with the movable "feast." The film picks up four
years after the disaster at Jurassic Park. On a nearby island, dinosaurs have secretly survived and
been allowed to roam free but now there is a more ominous threat--a plan to capture and bring the
dinosaurs to the mainland. John Hammond, who has lost control of his InGen company, sees a
chance to redeem himself for his past mistakes and sends an expedition led by Ian Malcolm to reach
the island before the mercenary team gets there. The two groups confront each other in the face of
extreme danger and must team up for their own survival in a race against time. Ouch, I used to love
this movie, and its true its not terrible, but the book says differently. In the book there a max of 11
people on the island, and five make it back, movie-like 50. They messed up characters left and right
and pretty much looked only to the book for names. If yo want to make a movie about dinosaurs
Spielberg, then don't kill the Jurassic Park name.

OK, excluding the book, not bad, a little hard to believe, especially when the T-Rex makes it San
Fransico. The new plot come up from Spielberg deals with bringing Dino's back to San fran to make a
new Jurassic Park. Malcolm, dead in first book, alive in second book, and both movies (weird) leads
the movement that everything is hopeless, and eventually is the cause of much death. I don't want
to ruin much more, but bottom line is, not bad, could have been better, SHOULD have been better,
wasn't. I still don't get the hate for The Lost World: Jurassic Park and the love for Jurassic Park III?
Can Someone explain to me why is III in your opinion so much better than The Lost World: Jurassic
Park is? In my opinion III lacks on the story and is not terrible because Steven Spielberg did not
Direct the movie but it is terrible because the whole movie makes no damn sense it is too short, it
lacks on the story and is really awful to me. It has no character development in III at all and lying to
Dr. Grant and trick him on that island is just inhuman and awful. And Why is Jurassic World so much
better than The Lost World: Jurassic Park? I am sorry is not better than the second movie. In my
opinion is not, but is at least better than Jurassic Lark III is but is not any better over The Lost World:
Jurassic Park (1997).

An Underrated classic sequel in the series and the last movie directed by Steven Spielberg. I have
enjoyed this movie much better than Jurassic Park III and Jurassic World. The movie is very bashed
and criticized by their fans of the first film. Just like Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom this is the
sequel that is very bashed from critics and fans again. This is the first and unfortunately last great
sequel to the original Jurassic Park. I think Jeff Goldblum and Julianne Moore did a good job on there
performances. The Lost World: Jurassic Park is like Godzilla T-Rex in San Diego. I still love This movie
a very underrated science fiction/action sequel film in The Jurassic Park entry franchise. I think for it's
sequel it had a good start running. The Lost World: Jurassic Park is loosely based on Michael
Crichton's 1995 novel The Lost World.The film won 1 award for Best Effects and Visual Effects.

Things I don't like: The film has a few problems that are really unnecessary and I really hate it:

The daughter of Ian is black in here,which makes to me no sense since Ian is white.

Vince Vaughn was unnecessary to cast him and unneeded. I seriously hate Vince Vaughn,this is a
science fiction/Action film not a comedy Vince get this in your head!

Vince stole Roland Tembo bullets for his shot gun and with that action Vince jeopardized and put
whole people in the camp in the mortal danger and T-Rex come after them and eat bunch of people
cause of him. Roland could shot the T-Rex and save people and because of Vince's action he
couldn't. I seriously hate Vince Vaughn for this. I am glad he was cut by the end of the film.

Peter Stormare/Compys sequences from swarm of Compsognathus knock him and killing him were
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really unnecessary and unneeded etc.), plus it has a sluggish pace and such.

Baby T-Rex in this movie was extremely annoying and his yelling in the trailer and in the car it
annoyed me so much and on end of the movie.

Thing's I love in this movie: T-Rex dinosaur in a city San Diego, the chase and eating people in the
city are awesome. Ian and Sarah drive to the amphitheater harbor and pick up the infant. They make
sure they bait the creature with its infant and drive back to the docks and place the infant in the
cargo hold of the ship.Sarah prepares a sedative dart and shoots the T. Rex as Malcolm closes the
cargo hold door, trapping the animals inside. Awesome!

Surviving hunters travel through an open field of tall grass. Ajay tries to warn them, shouting "DON'T
GO INTO THE LONG GRASS!" but none of them listens and are killed one by one by Velociraptors.

Pete Postlethwaite as Roland Tembo as famous animal hunter was awesome, I seriously I love the
actor and his character, He came to Isla Sorna along with his hunting partner, Ajay Sidhu, in hopes of
gaining the ultimate trophy and not for the money a male T. Rex.He survived in this movie. A shame
a good actor Pete Postlethwaite died 4.years ago and he is not with us anymore.

Jeff Goldblum as Dr. Ian Malcolm from Jurassic Park (1993) and Julianne Moore as Dr. Sarah Harding
did a good job on there performances.

Returning of John Hammond his nephews Tim and Lex the same actors from Jurassic park (1993).
Tim and Lex had a brief cameo but John did had a cameo on the end of the movie.

Daughter Kelly to do some a gymnastics and kick a little raptor trough the window was really a bad
ass awesome.

Cgi and the film effects wasn't that bad either they were really good.

John Williams did return as music composer and he did return with his theme music score. Like its
predecessor, The Lost World: Jurassic Park was scored by famed composer John Williams (a longtime
collaborator with director Steven Spielberg).John Williams didn't write a stereotypical sequel score,
but instead developed a wildly different style for the different location, cast, and darker tone of the
second Jurassic Park film.

The Lost World: Jurassic Park is a 1997 American science fiction adventure film. It is the second
installment in the Jurassic Park film series. A sequel to 1993's Jurassic Park.

I love Jurassic Park (1993) as everyone do but I also love The Lost World: Jurassic Park. NOTE: I still
take this movie over Jurassic World and over Jurassic Lark III anytime. Grade: A- 9.5/10 Where the
original film was a cut-and-dried Pop-Art-flavored allegory pitting scientific hubris against the
unpredictable, ungovernable forces of nature, the sequel is an all-stops-pulled, edge-of-your-seat
adventure film whose messages are not so neatly packaged. Billionaire philanthropist John
Hammond (Richard Attenborough), who developed Jurassic Park, an amusement park on Isla Nublar,
an island off the west coast of Costa Rica, featuring living dinosaurs cloned from prehistoric DNA, has
invited four experts—photographer Nick Van Owen (Vince Vaughn), field equipment expert Eddie
Carr (Richard Schiff), chaos theorist Dr Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum), and Ian's paleontologist
girlfriend Dr Sarah Harding (Julianne Moore)—to document the dinosaurs on Site B, Isla Sorna, which
was originally used to breed and raise the dinosaurs before placing them in Jurassic Park. For the
past four years, the dinosaurs have been left alone and allowed to flourish on their own. At first, Ian
refuses to go, until he finds out that Sarah is already on the island. The movie is loosely based on
The Lost World (1995), American author Michael Crichton's sequel to Jurassic Park (1990), which
spawned the first movie, Jurassic Park (1993) (1993) in the Jurassic Park franchise. The Lost World
was followed by Jurassic Park III (2001) (2001) and Jurassic World (2015) (2015). The screenplay for
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The Lost World was written by American screenwriter David Koepp, the same writer who wrote the
final screenplay for Jurassic Park. Young Cathy Bowman (Camilla Belle) was attacked by a group of
Compsognathus triassicus (aka "Compys"). However, Hammond assures Ian that she is just fine now.
In Michael Crichton's series, the little girl is attacked in the opening chapters of the first Jurassic Park
novel. A Compy bites her, causing swelling in her arm and neck which interferes with her ability to
breathe. She's rushed to a local hospital. The doctor tells her parents that their daughter is one of a
small percentage of people who are allergic to serotonin, which was present in the Compy's saliva.
She responds well to treatment with steroids. A mystery begins to emerge when she's asked to draw
a picture of the lizard that attacked her, and it has features that are unusual to lizards found in the
area. Ian is her father, but Sarah isn't her mother. During the course of the film, Sarah mentions that
she doesn't have any children of her own, and Kelly (Vanessa Chester), whose last name is Curtis not
Malcolm, says that she preferred living with Ian and Sarah to being with her actual mother, whom Ian
mentions ran off to Paris and left Kelly with him. It's also possible that Ian and his ex-wife adopted
her, his ex-wife is black and Kelly is her daughter and Malcolm is her step-father. Though the
dialogue suggests that Kelly considers Ian her actual father, so it's possible that Kelly is his biological
daughter, but shares the physical traits of her mother. Given the fact that he suddenly freezes and
his eyes are fixed on one point (presumably a window, looking towards the woods) he saw one of the
Tyrannosaurs charging towards the trailer. However, the famous stomping vibrations can't be heard,
probably because silence provides a more sudden shock for the trailer's subsequent destruction.
Also Sarah Harding just stated, "I think the debate over the parental instincts of the T. rex is now
academic," meaning that the Tyrannosaurs had proven themselves to be excellent parents and
fiercely protective, hence their almost immediate return to the trailer. Dr. Malcolm hears Sarah say
this and then freezes, realising she is correct and that they are coming back to eradicate any future
threat to their baby. Yes, Roland Tembo (Pete Postlethwaite) and Peter Ludlow (Arliss Howard). Most
of the hunting team were killed by velociraptors in the tall grass after they failed to heed the warning
of Tembo's hunting partner, Ajay (Harvey Jason). After Tembo is informed of Ajay's demise, he now
has a new perspective of hunting and the consequences that can stem from it. When Ludlow
exclaims that Tembo has claimed his prize, Tembo remarks at the costs (the death of the team) of
his "success". Supposedly, it was intended for velociraptors to board the ship and kill the crew.
However since that did not happen, it remains a mystery. While it's possible that the T. rex did in
fact kill the crew aboard the ship, it doesn't explain the crew being slaughtered inside the bridge of
the ship as a T. rex's head couldn't fit through the door without destroying it. Also, the hand
clutching the wheel suggests the helmsman was taken by surprise. It's likely he would have noticed
a T. rex crashing through the cargo hold and charging at him. Perhaps the best theory to put forth is
that a lone Raptor boarded the ship, attacked the crew on the bridge, and a wounded crew member
managed to bait the Raptor into the cargo hold to be killed by the T. rex before closing the hatch and
succumbing to his wounds. As the T. rex buck ravages San Diego, Ian and Sarah learn from Ludlow
that the infant T. rex has been taken to the park. They decide to do what they did on Isla Sorna: use
the infant's wails to attract the adult. After breaking into the park to steal the infant, they try to lure
the parent back to the containment field on the ship. However, the infant has been heavily sedated
and cannot call out very loudly, so they drive as close to the parent as possible and try to induce the
infant to make some noise. Fortunately, the buck hears the noise and begins to follow their car. They
race to the waterfront and board the SS Venture where they are seen by Ludlow who follows them,
wanting to get back the infant. Ian puts the infant in the cargo hold, then he and Sarah jump ship.
Ludlow climbs down into the cargo hold and is killed by the dinosaurs when he tries to escape—the
adult cripples Ludlow for the juvenile to learn how to stalk and kill it's prey. Ian steals back on the
ship and closes the cargo hold doors before the dinosaurs can escape, and Sarah sedates the adult
with a tranquilizer dart. In the final scene, Ian, Sarah, and Kelly watch a TV newscast showing the
ship on its way back to Isla Sorna. It is followed by an interview with John Hammond, who pledges to
work with the Costa Rican government to establish a set of rules to isolate and preserve the island.
"These creatures require our absence to survive," he says. "Not our help." Scenes of the prehistoric
creatures on the island are then shown. Yes. During the San Diego scenes there are various shots of
people running away from the T. rex. Immediately after the bus drives through the video store is a
shot showing just a crowd of people running through the streets. A seventeen frame snippet from
this shot was used in the entrance video for World Wrestling Federation stable D-Generation X in
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December 1997. Since the movie premiered in the U.S. on May 19, 1997, it didn't take long for
footage from the film to become stock footage. You can view a short video comparison showing the
film clip first, and the D-Generation X clip second. Also, a shot of swirling ocean waves was reused in
a dream sequence from David Koepp's psychological thriller Secret Window (2004) (2004). Because
Grant wasn't in the novel either. However, in the novel, he is mentioned being in China. It is actually
easier to explain the similarities between the book and the film. The characters of Ian Malcolm,
Sarah Harding, Eddie Carr and Kelly are the only characters that are in the book and the film. In the
book Kelly is white and has no relation to Malcolm at all. The baby Tyrannosaur with the broken leg,
setting the broken leg, having the parents come and destroying the RV trailer are in the book as
well. In the book InGen has gone bankrupt therefore they do not go to the island to take animals
back. Instead, Lewis Dodgson (The guy who pays off Nedry in the first film and book) is a scientist for
the Biosyn corporation, so he goes in with two other Biosyn employees to try and steal eggs from
each species of dinosaur. The plot of going to the island to observe and document the animals in
their natural habitat with the field equipment is the idea but they have to rush and get to the island
to rescue Dr. Richard Levine who went ahead of schedule to the island. In the film it was Sarah
Harding and Malcolm goes to the island to rescue her. In the book Malcolm was already planning on
going to the island with Levine and was going willingly. John Hammond had nothing to do with
sending them as he was killed in the first book. This topic has became one of the most frequently
discussed among paleontology enthusiasts, mostly because of how much our understanding of these
creatures has progressed, and because there are many fans of Jurassic Park who refuse to accept
that the dinosaurs in the movie are in several aspects inaccurate. Further, since to many moviegoers
these films provide the sole source of information about dinosaurs, arguments about the topic occur
frequently when a more knowledgeable person points out their ignorance. These inaccuracies aren't
all mistakes. While some dinosaurs were indeed changed to make them better movie monsters
(especially the raptors), most are the result of the relatively limited knowledge we possessed back
when the movie was made. It should be noted that paleontology is an ever-advancing field of
science, and as such, our image of these animals is always changing. A general overview on these
paleontologic inaccuracies present in this movie:

• The adult Tyrannosaurus is in fact one of the most accurate to appear in any popular media,
including documentaries. However the shape of the head is too blocky and a bit wide, while the
eyebrow ridges are far too pronounced. The arms appear to be just a tad too long and articulated,
and the hands are able to twist. In reality, the wrists were fixed into a nearly immobile position,
facing each other, but this is a relatively new discovery. As is the one made about the creature's
hide: fossilized skin impressions show the animal had a heterogeneous, goosebumps-like skin
texture, as opposed to scales, and this is evidence that, at least early in its life, T. rex was feathered.
Scales were probably present on its throat-sac and on various parts of its body, though, like the
underside of its tail. The juvenile T. rex is anatomically highly inaccurate in comparison: in reality,
young rexes had long, slim jaws and a more elongated face. They actually look like a completely
different type of dinosaur, which is why there is an argument among scientists whether the small
and slender tyrannosaur Nanotyrannus was a distinct animal or just a young T. rex. Also, we now
know them to have been fuzzy.

• The Stegosaurus are also highly accurate, though we now know that of the five toes on their front
feet, only three were clawed, while the other two ended in stubs. This is true for all dinosaurs that
had more than three digits, and is really a basal trait among archosaurs (modern crocodiles also lack
claws on their outer two toes). Another mistake is the absence of the Stegosaurus' throat
armor—small, pebble-like bones embedded into its neck. We have no information about their social
behavior or whether they cared for their young, as proposed by the movie.

• The Triceratops is likewise relatively accurate, though we now know that its front feet had five toes
instead of four, three of which were long and clawed, with the other two ending in stubs. These were
also quite slender, and the back legs even resembled the legs of birds. In the movie, they are more
elephantine. Also, a spectacular fossil find, an imprint of the skin of Triceratops, tells us that the
scales on its belly were large and rectangular, while (most amazingly) the back of the creature may
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have had porcupine-like quills protruding from it. Juveniles had horns that pointed upward.

• The Velociraptors in the movie became so embedded into public mind that a lot of people find it
hard to accept that the real animals looked almost nothing like them. The raptors here are actually
based on Deinonychus, a wolf-sized American dromaeosaur, rather than the Asian and turkey-sized
Velociraptor. The book points this out, the movie does not. Even so, the anatomy of these
"Deinonychus" is wrong in nearly every aspect. They are too big—shown to be able to look a human
right in the eye, however true Deinonychus would only come up to our waist or chest. This is
because the legs of raptors were surprisingly short. Despite what the movie tells us, they (or at least
the more advanced raptors, such as Deinonychus, Velociraptor and the gigantic Utahraptor) were
bad runners, and likely ambushed their prey. Their claws weren't suited for slashing, as their inner
rim was more rounded than sharp, better suited for climbing and puncturing than making cuts. The
tail of raptors is shown as relatively short and bendy in the movies, but they were really much longer
and quite stiff (the animals belonged to a dinosaur group called tetanurae, meaning "stiff tails").
They were flexible to a degree, but incapable of flailing around. The skull of the movie-raptors is
blocky and stout, and doesn't match that of any known dromaeosaur. Their arms, or rather wings,
are almost human-like. In reality, they were unable to rotate their wrists, meaning their hands were
permanently stuck in a "clapping" position. They would thus have been unable to open doors. They
also didn't hold their wings in front of their bodies. Paleontologists believe they held them at their
sides and to the back. This made them more aerodynamic, and kept their feathers from touching the
ground.

Most famously, raptors were feathered. Fossilized feathers show these were the same as the
pennaceous feathers of modern birds, and not the type of primitive "fuzz" that a lot of other
dinosaurs (for instance T. rex) had. Their arms were lined with long, sturdy feathers, the type birds
use for flying—many smaller raptors were indeed capable of using them to glide through the air,
although not being able to lift them above their shoulder-line, they couldn't flap their wings. The
wing-feathers extended from their middle digits, not from their wrists as many erroneous
reconstructions show, which would have made the hands even less dexterous. Essentially, they had
"wings with claws" rather than "arms with feathers". Raptors were covered head-to tail in feathers,
and possessed fans on the end of their tail. Only the tip of their snout and their feet had scales,
although some even had feathers sprouting from their toes.

There are a number of theories regarding their hunting strategy. The famous Fighting Dinosaurs
fossil, in which a Velociraptor and Protoceratops were found locked in combat at the time of their
death, shows the raptor sticking tis claw into the herbivore's neck, which many see as proof that
raptors used their claws this way—others claim that the animal was trying to push itself away from
the Protoceratops, and that the raptor wasn't the real attacker in this scenario. Another theory says
that they would have gone for smaller prey, and then clawed it to death while standing upright over
it, using their wings to balance themselves and to keep other raptors away by forming a "shield"
around their meal. It is unlikely that they used their teeth or wing claws for killing. There is no
evidence to suggest raptors were pack hunters. This theory was based on several Deinonychus
skeletons that have been discovered together with the skeleton of a herbivorous dinosaur, but
recent studies indicate that these weren't found together because they formed a pack when alive,
but because they came to feed off the carcass, and subsequently fought over it, during which many
Deinonychus were killed—their remains also show signs of scavenging, meaning they could even
have ate each other. Also, while raptors were probably smart for dinosaurs, they likely lacked the
necessary intelligence needed for coordinated assaults. However there exists a fossil trackway that
shows a bunch of these animals walking in a group, so the question of whether they were social or
not has yet to be cleared. Furthermore, different types of raptors had different
jaws—velociraptorines had relatively weaker jaws than dromaeosaurines, which suggest that they
relied primarily on their claws while hunting, which would have been more useful for bringing down
larger prey. Thus some scientists still believe that the pack hunting theory holds water.

• Procompsognathus is another memorable dinosaur from this film, but its appearance was actually
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modeled on the much better understood Compsognathus. Despite their names, they were only
distantly related, although both were small and slender theropods (however some argue that
Procompsognathus wasn't even a dinosaur, because its fossils are so badly preserved that it is
difficult to tell what it was). Their size is on the small side in the movie, probably thanks to the tiny
Bavarian Compsognathus fossil that had made the animal famous as "the smallest dinosaur"—we
now know that the fossil in question represents a juvenile specimen, and fully grown it would have
been about a meter long, or slightly longer. The animal is shown possessing two fingers, but
Compsognathus actually had three. It was also most likely covered in primitive feathers, proto-
feathers, if you will. The movie portrays them as vicious pack hunters that go after large prey, while
in the novel (where they are also called and described as being Procompsognathus), they're also
venomous and eat feces—we have evidence for none of this. We however do know that
Compsognathus ate small animals like lizards. As for why the taxonomic confusion between
Compsognathus and Procompsognathus in the movie? The character Robert Burke mistakenly calls
the animal "Compsognathus triassicus", combining the generic name of Compsognathus and the
species name of Procompsognathus. The reason for this blunder is unclear, though many foreign-
language dubs changed the name to Procompsognathus—which still is incorrect, as the thing is
clearly meant to be Compsognathus.

• Most of the other dinosaurs we only get brief glimpses of are fairly accurate. Again, their only real
problem is the number of their claws. As for Parasaurolophus, we know that it had no claws at all on
its front feet, and the three inner digits were fused together into a single, almost hoof-like structure.
Also, the Gallimimus should be covered in fuzz, its arms should be lined with long, sturdy feathers,
and its hands should be facing inward.

• The Pteranodon from the movie's closing shot is, sadly, grossly unscientific—it actually seems to
have been based on the outdated, early 20th century understanding on what pterosaurs looked like.
It's shown perching on a branch and staying erect, whereas its feet were incapable of gripping, and
the animal was a quadruped when on the ground. Its wings appear floppy, but we know that the
strong muscles running through them allowed the membranes to be "folded in" after landing. The
head-shape is also incorrect: the tip of the beak should be pointing upwards. What more, it's also
known that pterosaurs were furry.

Due to the fact that according to both the novel and movie, these "dinosaurs" and "pterosaurs" are
actually just human-engineered mutants, most of these inaccuracies can be explained in-universe as
being just the results of the geneticist's tampering. The closest the films have come to
acknowledging this is in Jurassic Park III (2001) when Grant says "What Hammond created was an
island full of genetically engineered monsters. The real research is in the fossils..."—the novel at
least made it clear that the clones are just approximations, and not real dinosaurs. In Jurassic World,
it is explained that had it not been for genetic tampering, many of the dinosaurs probably would
have looked very different. a5c7b9f00b 
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